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The read-out interface is primarily dedicated for

spectroscopy purposes. There are two input signal

channels with different optimization regarding the signal

gain to cover a low stimulus in range of single photo-

electron detector response as well as to cover a high

stimulus corresponding to detector response operated with

scintillator registering gamma radiation in order of MeVs.

Both input channels are equipped with fine gain

adjustment in the range from -9 dB to 26 dB with 1 dB

step in addition to the fixed gain of each signal channel.

The FPGA based design of the read-out interface allowed

implementation of advanced triggering functionality like a

data driven trigger, external trigger, gating of trigger to

extend read-out interface capability even further in a way

of complex experiments. A set of functional tests and

experiments with SiPM called micropixel avalanche

photodiode (MAPD) and MAPD based detectors have

been performed to characterize real properties of the read-

out interface.

“SPECTRIG MAPD” read out interface characteristics 
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The new readout interface has been tested with SiPM of the MAPD type. The MAPDs are

manufactured within the MAPD collaboration by Zecotek Photonics Inc [3]. The MAPD-3NK diode

has high gain (~105), PDE (~40%) and ultra high pixel density (1*104-4*104 pix./mm2) [4,5]. The

structure and basic parameters of MAPDs are depicted in following figures.

MAPD Sensors

Fig. 4.  – The gain  and PDE 

dependence on voltage.

A Single photo-electron response of MAPD-S60 was measured by the “SPECTRIG MAPD”

device. A light emitting diode (LED with 420 nm wavelength) was used as a light source was used

while at fixed at distance of 10 cm from the tested MAPD sensor. Distance between the LED and

the MAPD sensor provides a uniform illumination of the photosensitive area of the samples. The

read-out was triggered directly from a two channel Textronix-AFG3022B pulse generator. Both

generator channels were operated in synchronous mode. The first channel of the generator was

used to start the LED while the second for triggering the read-out module. The measurement was

done at room temperature.

Fig. 3.– The MAPD diode structure

Fig. 8 - Energy spectrum of 152Eu

obtained with the LFS scintillator

Fig. 6 – Charge distribution of photoelectrons
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Gamma ray detection performance

Response to low intensity light stimulus

The gamma ray spectrometric mode of the

“SPECTRIG MAPD” has been tested in combination of

MAPD -3NK and LFS scintillator (3×3×10 mm3) [6]. The

measurement was carried out in the air at the temperature

of 23°C. Isotope 152Eu was is used as a gamma radiation

source in the experiment. The energy of the emitted

gamma rays ranges between 122–1408 keV. An energy

calibration curve has been created for the tested MAPD

sensor, taking all points obtained from the measured

spectra. The linear dependence of the energies and the

experimentally measured pulse volumes has been

observed. The calibration curve has been fit with a linear

function. As shown from the results (Fig.8) the MAPD

demonstrates a good linearity behavior in the wide energy

range (122-1408 keV).

SiPMs are a recent alternative to PMTs while they are smaller requiring a lower voltage and they

suffer less damage by high energy levels. They are gaining popularity within the scientific community

involved in nuclear science and medical imaging, thus the number of perspective applications is

increasing. The applications which employ this type of sensors vary widely, from the space industry,

physics (cosmic ray detection), monitoring of nuclear power plants, medical imaging, and so on [1,2].

The signal acquired by sensors has always been a key issue in order to get the necessary

information. The main motivation for this work is to develop a new pocket size read-out interface

device dedicated for SiPM and SiPM based detectors.

Motivation

Conclusions

Fig. 5 – Persistence plot composed of raw

signal waveforms of individual single photo

electron responses

Fig. 9 - Calibration curve of MAPD

sensor with the LFS scintillator.

Fig. 1 – Top view and side view of the 

read-out interface device with 

disassembled casing

The new pocket size read-out interface device dedicated for silicon photomultipliers (SiPM)

has been designed and developed. While it was designed as a miniaturized and low power device it

still provides a wide range of functionality necessary for measurements and testing of SiPMs and

SiPM based detectors. Full signal processing has been integrated within the device including variable

gain amplification, filtration and digitization. Signal acquisition can be performed with the sampling

frequency 400 MS/s at 12 bit resolution or 600 MS/s at 8 bit resolution while achieving full waveform

capture & download rate of about 20 000 events per second. The read-out interface is fully powered

from the USB bus allowing operation without need of additional power line connection. An integrated

bias source can be set in range from 0V to +200V with 12 bit precision.

Fig. 2 – Block diagram demonstrating main functional parts of the read-out interface

Fig. 7 – MAPD detector with (left)

and without (right) LFS scintillator

A new readout interface device called “SPECTRIG MAPD” has been developed for SiPM (and

SiPM based detectors). It successfully passed tests. Considering the sampling frequency and bit

resolution number, the device is well suited for mid-fast signals as the ones coming from SiPM and

SiPM based detectors. As the presented test results shows the “SPECTRIG MAPD” is fully functional

and it can be used to readout and process signals from SiPM and SiPM based detectors. The

devices exhibited a good performance in the case of the single photo-electron response of MAPD as

well in the case 152Eu gamma detection when the LFS crystal was coupled to MAPD detector.

The device is controlled via the USB bus and it is provided with the user friendly control

software which allows to set all parameters that are necessary to start the acquisition, to configure

the hardware, and to perform the data readout. It allows to run a simultaneous or synchronized

acquisition of signal waveforms from a detector. It implements and provides two processing

algorithms, the pulse volume (charge integration) and pulse heights analysis of the digitized input

pulses in order to collect the histograms, and to plot and to save data files. The program can be

easily be interfaced to software tools for the spectroscopy analysis
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